
Mentoring on DKFZ Connect
www.dkfz-connect.de

* 10-Minute-Mentoring (Coffee/Phone Call)

* Tandem Mentoring (3-4 meetings/year)

* Specific Mentoring: (Dual) Careers and Family/Children

* Receive "how to mentor" briefing and/or training

http://www.dkfz-connect.de/


Perspective of the mentee
Request mentorship from a prospective mentor



1. Log in to your DKFZ 
Connect profile

2. Go to the „Directory“ to
find your mentor



3. Use the search function

4. Click on „VIEW PROFILE“ to
get to the mentor‘s profile



5. Click „Request 
mentoring“ 



6. Choose the kind of mentoring
you want to ask for



7. Add a personal message and
send your request by clicking
the „SEND“ button



8. Find your Mentoring 
Relationships
(pending/declined/past) in the
Mentoring Tab

9. As long as your request is
pending you can still cancel or
already send messages



10. As soon as your mentor
accepts your request he/she will 
be moved to „CURRENT“

11. You can message your
mentor to suggest a meeting via 
the calendar symbol



12. Use the template to send an 
invitation to your mentor



13. At the very end of your
Mentoring Relationship please
also officially „End Relationship“ 
via the platform



14. Your former mentor will be
moved to the „PAST“ section



Perspective of the mentor
Manage requests from prospective mentees



1. Log in to your DKFZ 
Connect profile

2. Go to your Mentoring 
Section and choose
„Mentoring Relationships“

3. Accept the mentoring request
by clicking „ACCEPT“





4. After accepting your
mentee will be moved to
the „CURRENT“ section



5. Decline a request by clicking
„DECLINE“



6. You can add a personal message
before finally declining



6. After declining a request
it will be moved to the
„DECLINED“ section



7. You can message your
mentee to suggest a meeting via 
the calendar symbol



8. Use the template to send an 
invitation to your mentee



9. At the very end of your
Mentoring Relationship please
also officially „End Relationship“ 
via the platform



14. Your former mentee will be
moved to the „PAST“ section


